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Cars: Fast as Lightning - a bright racing game based on the cartoon "Cars". Build your own racing track and act for the benefit
of the golden dream! Game 4 Deluxe is an extraordinary shooter about the adventures of a funny, charming trio - a vampire, a

lizard and a famous scientist. The command computer has a variety of equipment at its disposal that will help you clear the
territory from enemies. X-Files: Dawn of Justice is a continuation of the well-known franchise about David Copperfield and his
friends. This time you have a unique opportunity to conduct a funny experiment with a superhero: first scare him, and only then
try to persuade him to help you with the investigation of a mysterious murder. Star Wars: Battlefront - large-scale gameplay and

excellent graphics, immersion in the era of the formation of the galaxy - all this is Star Wars Battlefront! Enter the campaign
called "Reapers" and destroy the powerful space squadron of the Empire. Become the first Star Wars hero destined to take the

helm of the Republic! Sniper shooting simulator. A small sniper simulator. In the game, you can create your own squad of
fighters with unique weapons, equipment, and a shooting machine. You can buy and upgrade your equipment, earn experience

and money. Start by choosing a mission that will be visible on your screen, or choose a game map and start your mission. In this
game you have to build your personal town and develop its infrastructure. It is in your power to equip not only houses, but also

factories, as well as places of recreation, such as a lake or a beach. Build buildings that will be useful for development and trade,
take care of pharmacies, shops, and later the treasury with stolen treasures. Adventure Time: Future World - a great arcade

game in which you have to travel through a fantasy world. You have to solve a lot of puzzles and visit the most interesting places
on our planet. Wait for all progress indicators to light up and start your journey! Big Rig: Shark Island Party is a grand event in
the world of virtual fishing! A unique challenge awaits you in the game - you have to go to the waters of the Atlantic Ocean and
find the world's largest fish. Tetris from the first person is an exciting game where you need to help the Estonian troll Totoshka

defeat all enemies and save Princess Fiona from the attack of the black villain Donkey. You need to shoot
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